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This week's hares Gorgeous, Sam Song, Lucky Lek and Fungus put together a trail
incorporating some new sections in the upper reaches of a watercourse we never see.
The paper led quite a distance down the stream bed and right up to the edge of a 40
meter waterfall that the more daring could creep to the edge of and peer over. Lucky
Lek and Sam Song were both stung by bees while laying paper but this probably had to
do with LL slashing at everything green with his long hook-machete.
The runners and walkers had a second surprise when the hares brought them up the
famous bottled staircase, a set of steps with the risers made using inverted large beer
bottles climbing up a steep slope through very dense jungle and heavy vines that have
been chopped back far enough to allow the stairs to even be seen. How did it get there is
a mystery but a lot of beer was consumed, that's for sure.

Bunniken Pis was called in to receive her 100-run shirt with a fair amount of shouting
“take it off, put it on”. This was solved when Cock Taster and Who The Fuck Is Alice

came in and promptly stripped Bunniken Pis of her old shirt before teasing her a bit and
then pulling her new shirt on. Keep up the work BP, your 300-run shirt is already
closer!
Someone called Lucy, who seemed confused if she was a hasher or not so we
immediately started chanting “Juicy Lucy”. Somehow she ended up on the ice, with her
shirt off and a new shirt put on her. Maybe a chilled butt with a couple down-downs
would help her remember better next time. We had a virgin who was heavily iced by
Invisible Man and Fungus but something got turned around and Fungus and IM were put
on the ice and handed down-downs before having ice water dumped over their heads.
The circle seemed to like it.
Ultimate Fucking Cunt came in for a run offense asking if his Russian English could be
understood—it was. He then called in Fungus before asking the circle if they would
mind if he just called Fungus a cunt. The circle screamed in acceptance, so he did.
Steward Jungle Balls explained a Russian buys a newspaper ever day, glances at the
front page and throws it away. Eventually the seller snapped 'why do you do that?', I'm
checking for an obituary. 'But the obituaries aren't on the front page'. The one I'm
looking for will be!
Jungle Balls announced the results of a recent survey asking men why they liked blow
jobs. 10% said they liked the physical feeling, 12% said they liked the dominance and
78% said they liked the silence.
Invisible Man had been chatting up a stunning American girl in a bar and they got
discussing Ukraine and what Putin might do if Europe intervened. IM said Putin would
probably fire off nuclear missiles and we'd only have 20 minutes to live. Wow, she said,
what would you do? Invisible Man thought a minute and answered he'd shag the arse
off anything that moved. What about you? She replied 'stand very, very still'.
Great spot Jungle Balls.
With no contest for anything but a good run, Good Run it was
called and the circle closed.
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus (more pics)

